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Abstract: The chapter reflects on the impact of video and video art from the
1960s on contemporary art forms a cultural paradigm of dynamic reality. Originally, the video format was remediating the reality of TV and film production and
initiating a democratization of the medium, till the 1990s and further, when video
JUTFMGHPUSFNFEJBUFEJOUPEJHJUBMNFEJBQMBUGPSNTPG:PV5VCFBOEJUTDMPOFT7JEeo, we argue, started a revolution that emancipated digital devices after which
they themselves became a part of a digital world in which we live in. From then
on remediations happen not only within the media, but also on a deeper, interconnected levels of digital reality. If one cannot talk about mediations without remediations, then every mediation is always already remediating the mediated world.

Introduction
Since the 1960s, the video-remediation of cultural processes have progressed in three main phases. The first one concerned the video camera
as a medium of recording reality and its directness, availability, and live
EPDVNFOUBUJPO5IJTJTXIFSFBSUJTUJDFYQFSJNFOUTXFSFWJUBMoUIFZUPPL
into account the registration abilities of the medium itself and the new auto-referential and cognitive perception parameters which stemmed from
JUT USBOTNJTTJWF OBUVSF 5IF BSUJTUT FYQFSJNFOUJOH XJUI UIF NFEJVN VTVBMMZFNQIBTJ[FEUIFFYQFSJFODFPGBUFDIOPMPHJDBMMZEVQMJDBUFEJNBHFPG
a human, object, or event; the possibility of the constant repetition of these
representations, their rewinding, and stopping. No previous technology
offered such features. The works were focused around pictorial analysis
and fluid subjectivity; they often used image psychologization strategies
as well as perception disturbances, including noise, overvoltage, feedback
loop, and visual modulations. Therefore, they were able to discover a new
pictorial somaticity (as was the case with many performances, e.g., by Vito
Acconci or Bruce Nauman) and indicated a possible new meditative dimension of the relationship between the watching subject and the abstract
data recording (the famous project Zen for TV by Nam June Paik).
5IFOFYUQIBTFTUBSUFEXJUIUIFQPQVMBSJ[BUJPOPGWJEFPSFDPSEJOHTJO
the late 1970s and the 1980s. The process was influenced by the democratization of technology and economic availability of video cameras for the
common user and the establishment of new independent cable networks
based mostly on the artistic ideal of democratic videospheres popular in
the 1970s1 which had become common by the 1980s. A phase of minor proj-
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ects became a massive branch of the media industry.2 Unlike in the case
of traditional media, in this new system the content was provided by many
producers. In fact, one could say this was the time that mass convergence
culture started (Jenkins 2008), together with the process of video images
spreading. The narratives of the mainstream media (such as major TV
stations) began to intertwine with private narratives produced with home
video sets. Thus, the camcorder cult was born. It produced a massive number of confessional recordings and launched the first forms of reality TV.
Small cameras, wiring, and transmission systems allowed for the recording of reality in its most private dimensions. In many ways, the Confessing
Nation (Dovey 2000) generation simply reached for the strategies of the
mSTU QFSGPSNFST FYQFSJNFOUJOH XJUI JOUJNBUF WJEFP OBSSBUJWFT  UIJT UJNF
spreading on a global scale.
Video-remediations became even more prolific and varied with the
FNFSHFODF PG UIF *OUFSOFU BOE TPDJBM OFUXPSLJOH TJUFT TVDI BT :PV5VCF 
which constitute a practically constant and never-ending stream of video
images. This was a vital process in the redefinition of the communicative situation which entered its third phase – one often named by media
FYQFSUT BT UIF iQPTUNFEJB QIBTFw .BOPWJDI  3. Video-remediations
are no longer practised only through the medium itself (its physical presence, aesthetics, and specific pictoriality) but also through the streaming
of meta-data filled with much more hidden, fragmented information, which
change communicative and cognitive strategies.4 The process had really
started during the second phase in the late 1990s as the Internet became
more commonly available. The video became the technological system that
enabled various coding and data translation actions between any given input and output. This was, therefore, the moment when the system became
incorporated into the field of code, which can be seen as the deepest tissue
encompassing all of the cultural phenomena (Manovich 2013) (Kitchin et al.
2011). The system of recording data using various video recorders creates
a dynamic data landscape (a complicated, acentric database, where data is
constantly being transferred, stored, and reproduced in the network), but
with the use of proper protocols and procedures it can also be revitalized
on the surface of culture through many strategies of interpretation and visualization. It is also in the late 1990s that culture entered a period of postvisuality: any video image recorded by any medium using this technology
became a part of a massive database and could be replayed in completely
new forms of visuality. This important cultural remediation was started in
UIFTUISPVHIUIFmSTUWJEFPFYQFSJNFOUT
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The Origins of Videocracy
For many artists of the late 1960s and 1970s, it was very important
that video enabled direct live transmission between a recorder and a receiver. No detailed knowledge concerning technology or image treatment
was necessary to operate it. The effect was readily available through plug
and play. The specific character of the video-specific narrative stemmed,
however, from more than just the possibility of a direct image and optics
transfer, which had already been used before in photography and film. As
a medium, video presented a nature linked to electronic signal transfer,
it was one of the first creative technologies that produced a new understanding of reality and first and foremost enabled the user to control the
abstract properties of electromagnetic waves. It allowed the user to manage it by modulating and directing the transmission. The streams of video
impulses could be freely modified by a variety of processors and synthesizers and be transmitted simultaneously in visual and aural form. Video was
the first truly audiovisual medium. Unlike film technology, it was not an
image divided into separate physical units (of a 35 mm film tape moving
through the projector at twenty-four frames per second). In this way, it was
not material in its representation of reality, unlike, for instance, a single
celluloid frame of a film. Moreover, video was able to unite the image and
the soundtrack in one recording, in which it completely remediated its cinematic predecessor. It can be said that video was an “abstract” medium in
OBUVSF  BOE JUT QSJNBSZ FYQSFTTJPO XBT FMFDUSPNBHOFUJD OPJTF 5IF MJHIU
shining through the lens of a video camera was not “set” in photosensitive material but rather transformed into signals recorded on magnetic
tape and/or transmitted to the decoding device. Changing and pulsating
pictoriality was – naturally – also shaped by such factors as the type of the
decoding device or scale and the form of the image reproduced.
The enhanced ability to manipulate the video signal appeared with the
creation of video synthesizers, processors, and mobile devices that enabled
control over various image parameters. The creator of one of the first such
EFWJDFTXBT/BN+VOF1BJL)JTQSPKFDUXBTFYFDVUFEJODPPQFSBUJPOXJUI
4IVZB"CF BUFDIOJDJBOBOE57FYQFSU GSPNUP"TZOUIFTJ[FSFOabled simultaneous work with seven different video sources, which could
be edited and modified in real time. Each of the cameras connected to the
EFWJDFSFDPSEFEPOMZPOFDPMPVS5IFJNBHFXBTUIFONJYFEUISPVHITZOthesizer operations. Paik described the possibilities of the creative use of
the synthesizer in his manifesto entitled Versatile Video Synthesizer, where
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he presented a few variations of the techniques of image shaping as a remediation of the painting. The effects of his actions were named after the
great painters from art history:
This will enable us to shape the TV screen canvas
as precisely as Leonardo
as freely as Picasso
as colorfully as Renoir
as profoundly as Mondrian
as violently as Pollock and
as lyrically as Jasper Johns. (Paik 1974, 55)
Video was also one of the first media that separated creativity from
haptic control over the artistic material. To a degree, the electronic activity of video was unpredictable, which led to defining the medium as independent and “living”. It operated with categories of streaming, modulation,
coding, decoding, and interference, leading not only art, but in fact the
entirety of culture towards the dawn of new media. From this point of view,
WJEFPXBTBOFYUSFNFMZBEWBODFENFEJVNBOEUFDIOPMPHZEFTQJUFCFJOH
analogue, it was responsible for the creation of a paradigm of digital art.
In 1966, Nam June Paik, the proud first owner of a Sony Portapak camera
JO/FX:PSL QSFTFOUFEBNBOJGFTUPPGDZCFSOFUJDBSU
Cybernetics, the science of pure relations, or relationship itself, has its origin in
karma. Marshall McLuhan’s famous phrase “Media is a message” was formulated by Norbert Wiener in 1948 as “The signal, where the message is sent, plays
equally important role as the signal, where message is not sent.”
"TUIF)BQQFOJOHJTUIFGVTJPOPGWBSJPVTBSUT TPDZCFSOFUJDTJTUIFFYQMPJUBUJPO
PGCPVOEBSZSFHJPOTCFUXFFOBOEBDSPTTWBSJPVTFYJTUJOHTDJFODFT

[…]
The Buddhists also say
Karma is samsara
Relationship is metempsychosis
We are in open circuits. (Paik 1966, 42)
1BJLT NBOJGFTUP XBT BO FYQSFTTJPO PG DIBOHFT JO DVMUVSF JO UIF MBUF
1960s. Marshall McLuhan’s technological determinism gained a new face.
A communication model rooted in cybernetics became linked to many phenomena that manifested the ideas of anthropology, sociology, psychology,
and even psychoanalysis.5 A dynamic, transmittable and democratized
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(anyone could own a video camera) pictoriality led to a simultaneous deep
remediation of such arts as painting, photography, film, and the entirety
PGBVEJPWJTVBMDVMUVSF5IFWJEFPDBNFSBCFDBNFBUPPMGPSTVCMJNFFYQFSJments that aimed at creating new definitions of technological visuality in
BSU"WFSZTQFDJBMSPMFBNPOHUIFTFmSTUFYQFSJNFOUFSTJOUIFmFMEXBT
QMBZFECZ8PPEZBOE4UFJOB7BTVMLB5IFJSXPSLTBSFOPUPOMZFYQFSJNFOUT
with modern audiovisual forms but also pioneer devices for transforming
BOE NPEJGZJOH WJTVBM FYQFSJFODF JO SFBM UJNF 4VDI mMNT BT Noisefields
(1974) and Orbital Obsessions (1977) were created using original hardware
sequencing and composition of image from signal received from multiple
sources. This way, visuality was becoming autonomous. It was a result of
a technological process and the role of the artist was constricted to the
function of a designer and constructor. From this viewpoint, the creation
of image becomes synonymous with the process of coding, i.e., a process
UIBU JT DPOTUSVDUJWF GPS OFX NFEJB BSU :WPOOF 4QJFMNBOO EFTDSJCFT UIF
Vasulkas in the following manner:
4UBSUJOHXJUIIJTmMNFYQFSJNFOUTJOUIFFBSMZTFWFOUJFT 8PPEZIBTCFFOJOUFSFTUFEJOFYQMPSJOHBOEEFWFMPQJOHNBDIJOFQSPDFTTJOHGVODUJPOTJOUPQSPHSBNming. In using the electronic signal as “raw material” from which to build up an
electronic language system, he found a parallel in the investigation of digital
image processing, where the search for the smallest programmable unit is seen
BTUIFiQPJOU[FSPwGSPNXIJDIBiTZOUBYPGCJOBSZJNBHFTwDPVMEFNFSHF 4QJFMmann 2004)

The perception of electronic signals as the smallest units that can be
generated and organized into code was a foreshadowing of a new definition of programmable reality.
In all these actions, video was transforming the socially perceptive
optical sensitivity. It introduced direct “access” to the events, almost the
immediate recording and replaying of images. It enabled the separation
of the acts of recording and replaying. Recording as a database could be
DPEFEJOBMMQPTTJCMFNBOOFST5IJTXBZ QJDUPSJBMJUZMPTUUIFTUBCJMJUZPGFYpression, and art came into contact with new definitions of culture seen
BTBTFUPGEBUBXIJDIDBOCFNJYFE SFEFmOFE BOESFBEJONBOZEJGGFSent ways and in multiple technological outputs. This situation visibly shows
how strongly culture and technology intertwine, creating a shared circuit
TJODFUIFT5IJTOFXIZCSJETQIFSFPGDPFYJTUFODFXJMMCFBQMBDFPG
situations and events with an aesthetic – but also social and political – dimension.
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Schizoid Subject
/FXUFDIOPMPHJDBMFYQFSJFODFTIBEUIFJSJNQBDUPOUIFQSPDFTTPGSFmediation of the subject’s perceptive parameters. The recorded reality
seemed to be dynamic and inconstant; therefore, the subject’s cognitive
apparatus was distributed together with the images created and received
by it.
In her article, Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism (1976), Rosalind E.
Krauss described video as a “narcissistic” art. To the American researcher,
placing a camera lens in front of oneself and looking into it as into a mirror defines what she calls a “video narcissism”: a rudimentary aesthetic,
formal, and psychological principle of this form of art. Krauss’s analysis
is based on Acconci’s Centers (1971), a work in which the artist records
himself with his arm outstretched – pointing his finger at the central point
of the screen.
For Centers was made by Acconci’s using the video monitor as a mirror. As we
look at the artist sighting along his outstretched arm and forefinger towards
the center of the screen we are watching, what we see is a sustained tautology:
a line of sight that begins at Acconci’s plane of vision and ends at the eyes of
his projected double. In that image of self-regard is configured a narcissism so
endemic to works of video that I find myself wanting to generalize it as the conEJUJPOPGUIFFOUJSFHFOSF:FU XIBUXPVMEJUNFBOUPTBZ i5IFNFEJVNPGWJEFP
is narcissism?” (Krauss 1976, 50)

Krauss easily understood the technological nature of video, defining it
as a separate and independent medium. At the same time, she saw its psychological character and nature, as opposed to painting and film, which
she called “physical” due to their material pictoriality (paint, photosensitive film tape). Therefore, video remediated the visuality of painting, film,
BOEQIPUPHSBQIZBOEBUUIFTBNFUJNFSFEFmOFEUIFDPIFTJWF mYFEJEFOUJty of the viewing subject, whose pictoriality could only be realized in an act
of transmission – an act of communication. This communicativity had at
MFBTUUXPEJNFOTJPOToJOUFSOBM BVUPSFnFYJWF BOEFYUFSOBM SFnFYJWF 3FGerencing the concepts from Freud’s and Lacan’s psychoanalysis, Krauss
wrote:
<y>BVUPSFnFDUJPOBOESFnFYJWFOFTTSFGFSUPUIFTBNFUIJOHoUIBUCPUIBSFDBTFT
of consciousness doubling back upon itself in order to perform and portray
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a separation between forms of art and their contents, between the procedures
of thought and their objects. (Ibid., 55–56)

The principle defined by the researcher not only provided means to
characterize the aesthetics of video art – based on a dematerialized and
duplicated image of the person who is looking – but also uncovered eleNFOUTPGUIFPOUPMPHZPGUIFNFEJVNJUTFMG4IFTVHHFTUFEUIFFYJTUFODFPG
an internal, hidden mechanism determining the perception of a subject.
An intuitive link between this mechanism and psychoanalytical discourse
was an indication to place it within the field of the subconscious, which did
not present itself directly but only in an act of communication and technological duplication of a subject.
Mirror-reflection […] implies the vanquishing of separateness. Its inherent
movement is toward fusion. The self and its reflected image are of course literally separate. But the agency of reflection is a mode of appropriation, of illusionistically erasing the difference between subject and object. Facing mirrors
on opposite walls squeeze out the real space between them. When we look at
Centers we see Acconci sighting along his arm to the center of the screen we are
watching. But latent in this set-up is the monitor that he is, himself, looking at.
There is no way for us to see Centers without reading that sustained connection
between the artist and his double. So for us as for Acconci, video is a process
which allows these two terms to fuse. (Ibid., 56–57)

Therefore, it is clear that for Krauss, the most important characteristic of video is its processuality. It is a medium that constantly dematerializes and materializes an image using autonomous pictoriality; at the same
time, it invades the relationship between the artist and his representation,
between a cognitive subject and reality.
Self-encapsulation – the body or psyche as its own surround – is everywhere to
be found in the corpus of video art. Acconci’s Centers is one instance, another
is his Air Time of 1973. In Air Time Acconci sits between the video camera and
a large mirror which he faces. For thirty-five minutes he addresses his own reflection with a monologue in which the terms “I” and “you” – although they are
presumed to be referring to himself and an absent lover – are markers of the
autonomous inter-course between Acconci and his own image. Both Centers and
Air Time construct a situation of spatial closure, promoting a condition of selfreflection. The response of the performer is to a continually renewed image of
himself. (Ibid., 53–54)
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According to Krauss, video at the same time can be a sender, a receiver,
and a transmitter; it becomes an unrevealed structure that duplicates and
separates the layers of “self”. By becoming more sensitive to a looped imBHFPGIJNTFMG UIFTVCKFDUPG"DDPODJTFYQFSJNFOUTCFDPNFTBOFMFNFOU
of eternally duplicated technological structure. One could say that with
his senses he touches the loops of perception, regulated through the frequency of refreshing the video image; he nests in the interlaces of this image, which cannot be grasped. In this sense, from the cultural perspective,
UIF NFEJBUJ[FE TVCKFDU FYJTUT JO TQMJU CFUXFFO UIF XJMMJOHOFTT UP TUPQ UIF
perceptive system, in which his own image is given, subordinate, and fully
BDIJFWBCMF UP IJN JO BO BDU PG MPPLJOH  BOE UIF EZOBNJDT PG BO JOnVY PG
photons of the inconstant video projection.
5IFUFDIOPMPHJDBMEVBMJUZEFmOFEBOEFYFDVUFEJOBSUSFTVMUFEJODPOcepts of duplication and the purposefully modelled schizoid subject, which
gradually stopped being used as a stable benchmark for scientific considerations of philosophical and cultural theories. Its quickly spreading images further deepened the impression of its relativity to a situation, conUFYU BOEVMUJNBUFMZBCTUSBDUEBUB*OUIFGSBNFXPSLPGUIFTDIJ[PBOBMZUJD
metamodelling of reality, proposed – among others – by Gilles Deleuze
BOE'ÏMJY(VBUUBSJ  TVCKFDUJWJUZXBTCFDPNJOHEZOBNJD DIBOHFBCMF 
and always ready to be distributed in culture, society, and politics. This
HBWFUIFBSUJTUTBDIBODFUPTUPQCFJOHQBSUPGmYFETDIFNFTEFUFSNJOFE
in advance and instead to dynamically record fragments and scraps of
auto-narrative. While entering the field of emergence of thought, awareness, and deteriorated subjectivity, the French philosophers indicated in
the 1970s that in the situation of self-cognition, the importance lay not only
in models but also in spaces between them, places that are undetermined
and ambiguous. Thus, the technological nature of video became one of
UIFJNQPSUBOUTZTUFNTPGUSBOTNJUUJOHBOEFYQFSJFODJOHBTDIJ[PJEBVUP
analysis of the distributed poststructuralist subject for many artists and
cultural theorists. Although Deleuze and Guattari saw the schizoid strategies dynamizing the subject as a source of power to oppose the systemizing
forces of politics and commercialism, this strategy that employed (among
other things) video technology quickly became a part of a global economy
of transmitted images and, therefore, distributed parts of autobiographies
and personal narratives.
At the end of the 1980s, video, together with all its electronic pictoriality, became a part of mainstream media narratives. Bad (non-TV) picture
quality became a sign of recordings made by amateurs, making them seem
“authentic”, without any intention to manipulate the facts. Amateur record-
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ings began to constitute new documentary forms, focused not on providing
a complete image of reality, but on subjective, private impressions. What
VTFEUPCFTFFOBTBHVBSBOUFFPGBVUIFOUJDJUZPGFYQFSJNFOUBMBDUJWJUJFTPG
such artists as Acconci became a new commercial format; the video clip
itself was seen as a fetish of realism. Together with this process, a fundament of new methods of spreading media messages was established. It
transformed the traditional roles played by producers and viewers; what
remained gave start to a new paradigm: user-generated content. Amateur
videos, made by everyone who wanted to connect to this new transmedial
world, have not only remediated the reality of film and TV production, but
omSTUBOEGPSFNPTUoCFDBNFBDPSOFSTUPOFPGTVDITFSWJDFTBT:PV5VCF
a decade later.
Therefore, video, which in the 1960s and 1970s was a medium defining
B OFX DVMUVSF PG EFNPDSBUJ[FE DPNNVOJDBUJPO CBTFE PO B UXPXBZ FYDIBOHFPGDPOUFOU BTXBTUIFDBTF GPSFYBNQMF XJUIUIF$BMJGPSOJBOBStistic avant-garde and the group Ant Farm) and which served as a tool for
TDJFOUJmDBOEBSUJTUJDDPHOJUJPO FYQBOEFEJOUIFTVTJOHTUSBUFHJFTUIBU
allowed it to be spread across various forms of personalized affects, autonarratives, and biographic creations. Methods of data distribution established by the video users, reaching the viewers directly – in a way by hiding
the media frame separating the maker and the recipient – have created
what Jon Dovey calls “confessional narratives” (2000). The concealment of
the formatting frame, which in reality meant entering the narrative model
of first-person media, was a visible sign of the fact that video is becoming
less of a medium; it gradually integrates itself with technological and communicational reality on multiple deep levels.

Postvisuality and the Data Landscape
Video has become a system that, unseen, has merged with the media
reality of everyday life. It made its structures inherent to multiple other
areas of life. In the last few decades, it has directly remediated – among
other things – telecommunication systems (videophones, videoconferences, various Internet video communicators, and video chats), popular
music (a music video is seen as a whole, with no separation between the
musical and visual part), and home entertainment (video games). Video
co-founds virtual, satellite, and physical networks. Today’s closed-circuit
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television (CCTV) systems, which were supposed to have a form of closed
input-output transmission network, are merged with open telecommunication systems (and many are connected to local Internet networks). Ultimately, we can see a single Internet circuit that covers both virtual and
material reality within its range. While we are still at the planning stage
of the Internet of Things, the video networks have been long present in
this reality. All these systems not only closely entangle and co-create the
space of our everyday lives but also shape modern identity processes,
in which a performative subject undergoes constant changes through –
among other things – a growing number of different videospheres that
he encounters every day. While in the 1970s every replaying of a recorded
image was intentional and still linear (the length of every analogue video
loop was restricted by the length of the magnetic tape inside a video cassette), the life of contemporary videospheres is regulated by logic and an
economy of constant, independent repetition. Economic models of all digital social networks based on video distribution depend on the number of
views. There is no place for linearity here, no place for a beginning or an
end; videos intentionally recorded by the users become independent from
them and start a life of their own. They are virally spread, transformed,
copied, and embedded into the structure of the acentric web on the code
level, using the “embed” command. The transmission is never over – each
video links to another one and is structurally connected to other transmissions. Single videos create spheres, and groups of videos create “foam”
(Sloterdijk 2011) that keeps spreading, entwining all communication systems on the code level. Archived audiovisual data form new digital structures (landscape data). This landscape is no longer a horizon spreading
in front of a person, but – as defined by Bruno Latour – it has a structure
built by translation and data mediation networks. In the analyses of this
situation, both human and non-human factors (e.g., data, software, and devices) create systems of interactions, shaping a modern relational bloodstream of technoculture.
The awareness of this fact repositions the focus of culture studies: from
images themselves towards the process of their creation, modulation, and
translation as well as revival through visualization strategies. Postvisuality,
which – as mentioned above – became one of the important consequences
of spreading video technology, enables practically endless data manipulation. At the same time, it redefines the most important cultural categories,
including the understanding of subjectivity, which from the perspective of
technoscience seems dynamic, constantly redistributed, and unfinished. It
is simply a relational hybrid, whose multiple definitions depend on its digi-
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tal world interactions with various technologies, media situations, and the
languages of the code that co-creates its images, creations, and identities.
Therefore, the remediation that has been in process since the second
half of the twentieth century through the video camera has some very significant and far-reaching consequences; not only for the digital aesthetics
spreading between the possibilities of data translation itself but also for
a new understanding of visuality, perception, and the relationship between
what is human and what is non-human in shaping culture. This process has
embedded itself so deeply into the structures of cultural production that
XFIBWFNPWFEBXBZGSPNUIFTDIJ[PJETVCKFDU XIPTFFTBOEFYQFSJFODFT
the consequences of split perception; who watches his technologically generated image and at the same time breaks away from it) through a system
of spreading, multiplying, and changing images to a situation where video
and audio data shape a global, dynamic data landscape, combining a large
number of different, interconnected spheres. In the twenty-first century,
video as a medium is definitely becoming less influential in culture reprogramming than was the case in the second half of the twentieth century;
much more importance is gained by the data transfer system, which was
once started by this technology. As Brian Massumi writes in Semblance
and Event, in the digital world the problem of the medium disappears, since
digitalism cannot be linked to just one medium. Digital technology is rather
a developing network of connections and possible fusions: any given input
can be chosen, in every sense of modality, and translated or transduced,
transformed into something completely different (Massumi 2013).
5IFDPOUFNQPSBSZQBSBEJHNPGEZOBNJDSFBMJUZSFDPOUFYUVBMJ[FTMFWFMT
of understanding of many classic definitions and terms; with this process,
people face the necessity to grasp the dynamic and virtually endless procedures of the constitution of the cognitive subject as a resultant trajectory of
various phenomena present within the sphere of technoculture’s databases. These bases are constantly updated, broadened, tagged, and reconfigured. The act of cognition proceeds, therefore, in a network system, whose
activity is much higher than that of a traditional catalogue. Cognition can
also have the form of a mass data transfer; the data reconfigures the shape
of the whole base. Thus, the system is based on constant creation and finding new connections in the network, which continuously broadens the
sphere of perception. According to Brian Massumi’s strong thesis, which is
WFSZSFMFWBOUUPOFXDVMUVSBMTUVEJFT DPOUFNQPSBSZFYJTUFODFUFDIOJRVFT
are truly techniques of perceptive relativity (Ibid., 103), and therefore the
functions of ontology and epistemology within the research paradigm of
technoculture must be combined (Latour 1999). An analysis of the transfor-
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mations caused by video indicates that this relativity uncovers the increasing autonomy and situational agency of the technology itself in its nonmaterial (data transfer) and material (hardware) dimensions. One could
even say that, in a sense, video has started a revolution that emancipated
technological devices as generators, transmitters, and communication
modulators. We are facing another new field of research in which remediations do not only happen within the media themselves but concern much
EFFQFSMFWFMTUIFZBSFDPOOFDUFEXJUIBDPNQMFYUFDIOPMPHJDBMTZTUFNUIBU
co-creates the digital reality. Therefore, this is not a case of observing the
UFDIOPMPHJDBMDPBUJOHTPGWJEFPJNBHFTJUJTBDBTFPGDPFYJTUJOHXJUIUIF
whole network of their constant distribution. 6
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Notes
0OFPGUIFFYBNQMFTPGSFBMJ[JOHUIFBSUJTUJDJEFBMTPGEFNPDSBUJDWJEFPTQIFSFTXBTUIF
work by the American group Ant Farm in the 1970s. The members of this media collective
VTFE DBNFSBT UP DSFBUF JOEFQFOEFOU OFUXPSLT PG WJTVBM JOGPSNBUJPO FYDIBOHF 5IF NPTU
important element of the whole cultural system designed by the group was the possibility to
TIBSFUIFFYQFSJFODFCZMPOHEJTUBODFJNBHFUSBOTNJTTJPO5IJTJTIPXQFSGPSNBUJWFWBMVFT
typical for live arts became a strategy of the media arts as well. (Scott 2008) (Jelewska 2013).
"DMFBSFYBNQMFPGUIJTJTUIFIJTUPSZPG.57 XIJDIGSPNUIFQPTJUJPOPGBOJDIFCSPBEcaster in the 1980s became a media mogul in less than a decade.
3 In this article, Manovich indicates the equivalence of the digital nature of new media,
XIJDI FYDFFET UIF TPMF EFmOJUJPO PG B NFEJVN UPXBSET DPOWFSHFODF PG EJHJUBM SFBMJUZ *O
the book Provocative Alloys: A Post-Media Anthology, (Apprich et al. 2013) the authors give
BOPUIFSQPTTJCMFEFmOJUJPOPGQPTUNFEJBMJUZ FMBCPSBUJOHPOBDPODFQUCZ'ÏMJY(VBUUBSJPG
a reality in which the digital, cultural, and social are assembled together.
.FUBEBUBDBOQSPWJEFWBSJPVTLJOETPGJOGPSNBUJPO FH DPODFSOJOHTVDIUIJOHTBTFYBDU
location, equipment and software used, compression, and changes made. In the end, all
these elements are a separate cultural and technological narrative about the user and his
communication system.
5 The video camera has also become a great research device for social studies. It allowed
the researchers to record, re-analyse and compare the material. To a large degree, the
camera became a microscope for psychological, behavioural and social phenomena in the
second half of the twentieth century. Not only did it introduce new methods of observation,
it also changed the status of the observer himself, who, by abandoning anthropological definitions, moved towards being an involved object, therefore becoming more of an equipment
operator than a direct witness.
6 This text is the result of research conducted under the auspices of a grant from the Polish
National Science Centre, entitled: Art as the Laboratory of New Society. The cultural consequences of post-technological turn (no: UMO- 2014/13/B/HS2/00508).

